Fair Oak Newsletter
Dear Families,
Wow I did it I ran 13.1 miles for the Bright Spaces
Charity! Thank you to everyone who sponsored me and
to those children for their sponsored walk efforts. So far
we have raised £847, which is incredible.
In Team news, we have some goodbyes to say to
Hannah our Toddler Room Nursery Nurse and Angela our
Toddler Room Manager. We wish them both all the best
in their new adventures. But also a big warm “Hello” to
Emma who is back as Senior Cover, so if you see her
around be sure to introduce yourself.
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Sunflowers
We hope you all enjoyed your
hand decorated plant pots from
your children for Mother’s Day.
We would love to see photos in
person or on Tapestry of your
growing sunflowers!

Next week we look forward to our duckling eggs arriving,
which really is a special experience for the children.
I hope you enjoyed a lovely Bank Holiday weekend.
Best Wishes

Clare Ashton
Nursery Manager

Dates for your Diary
• Ducklings arrives
Monday 13th May
• Bank Holiday – Nursery Closed
Monday 27th May
• School Report Meetings (Kindergarten)
Monday 17th June
• Parents Evening
Tuesday 2nd July
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Babies
In our Babies, we have been exploring the farm, the soil and
looking at different animals, Some of our older children have
been making the noises that each animal can make, We
have also enjoyed spending lots of time in our garden
enjoying the lovely weather

Toddlers
This last month the Toddlers have been very busy. We
celebrated Mother’s Day with our Mummy’s at the
Mother’s Day Tea Party. We have been interested in
using different tools to paint and print with, our favourite
has been Duplo. We have been looking at signs of
Spring, such as different flowers and baby animals.
Some of us were very lucky and got to visit Marwell Zoo
where we had a picnic lunch and saw lots of animals,
including giraffes and penguins.

Transition
Transition have been collaging their own daffodils, as well
as doing observational drawings, further developing their
fine motor skills. “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” has been an
interest which led us to learn about the life cycle of a
butterfly. We then created our own butterflies folding paper
with paint. We also have been practising our turn taking by
matching the different parts of the story in small groups.

Kindergarten
The Kindergarten children have been practicing their fine
motor development and hand-eye coordination. They
have done this through their Easter provocation. The
children have been weaving wool through their chosen
shapes before decoration their own egg’s and talking
about new lives in Spring such as chicks and lambs.
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